Selected Course Descriptions
EDUCATION

EDU 391/EDUC 591-904

Coaching Novice Drivers (2 credits)

MSU-Northern has partnered with Virtual Education Software, inc. to
offer 20 continuing education courses for K-12 educators online.
These computer-based courses are designed to be run online from
a reliable, stable, unlimited high-speed internet connection. These
interactive courses provide expert instruction at a pace that fits
your schedule and are now tablet-compatible, making it easy for you
to recertify anytime, anywhere. To view these course descriptions
and for further information, please go to
www.msun.edu/distance/cb.html.

This course will develop foundational understanding of theoretical
and philosophical principles of coaching as well as practical
coaching skills as they apply to the driving task. The course
emphasizes how specific coaching and training techniques can
be used to safely and effectively scaffold novice drivers from a
classroom learning context to a behind-the-wheel learning context
and ultimately to an independent real world driving context. The
metacognitive skills required for self-awareness, self-evaluation,
and self-development will be stressed.

.

Traffic Education and the Adolescent Brain (3 credits)

EDU 391/EDUC 591-101 & EDU 391/EDUC 591-102

Methods of Behind-the-Wheel Instruction (3 credits)
This is a foundational course for the preparation of teachers in the
field of traffic safety. The emphasis will be on the behind-thewheel phase of traffic safety education in the high school program
including methods and application of content knowledge and
skills. University students will practice behind-the-wheel lessons
with their instructor and peers as well as deliver supervised
behind-the-wheel lessons to high school students.
EDU 391/EDUC 591-901

Methods of Traffic Safety Education (3 credits)
This is a foundational course for the preparation of teachers in the
field of traffic safety. Students will be introduced to the history
and philosophy of traffic safety. The emphasis will be on the
classroom instruction phase of traffic safety in the high school
program, including methods, materials, organization, content, and
driver task analysis. University students will practice delivery of
classroom theory lessons to their peers.
EDU 391/EDUC 591-902

Motor Vehicle Law and Enforcement (2 credits)
This course is designed to give driver education teachers and
other interested individuals a more complete understanding of
motor vehicle code and ordinances and the basic principles of
their enforcement.

EDU 391/EDUC 591-905
This is an introductory course to neuroeducation (or mind/brain
education) that incorporates cognitive neuroscience, cognitive
psychology, and education, and specifically explores how the
adolescent mind/brain functions and relates these to traffic
education. The emphasis will be on developing a practical
understanding how the mind/brain systems work and making
practical applications of that knowledge in designing traffic
education lessons for young drivers. In respect to the brain,
adolescence is considered as being from about ages 10-27 years.
EDU 391/EDUC 591-906

Introduction to Neuroeducation (3 credits)
This is an introductory course to neuroeducation (or mind/brain
education) that incorporates cognitive neuroscience, cognitive
psychology, and education, and specifically explores how the
adolescent mind/brain functions and relates to specific discipline
areas. The emphasis will be on developing a practical
understanding how the mind/brain systems work, and making
practical applications of that knowledge in designing lessons for
young learners. In respect to the brain, adolescence is
considered as being from about ages 10-27 years.
EDUC 591-907

Safety Education (2 credits)
This course will study the basic principles of safety education
including personal safety, public safety, traffic safety and
occupational safety with particular emphasis on school safety.
Topics will include unintentional injury prevention, behavior and
environmental modification strategies, OSHA standards and
guidelines, and the development of safety programs. This course
can be taken at the undergraduate level as HTH 368-901.
EDUC 591-908

EDU 391/EDUC 591-903

Impaired and Distracted Driving (2 credits)
This workshop will examine common causes of impaired and
distracted driving, including driving under the influence of alcohol
and drugs, fatigue, mental impairment, and common causes of
distraction such as texting while driving. Participants will gain an
understanding of the pharmacology and toxicology of drugs, the
effects of distractions on reaction time and divided attention tasks,
and applicable Montana state statutes. The course will require
extensive individual research and participation through
collaboration with all members of the course.

Motivation and Learning (3 credits)
This course is designed to investigate the theory, development
and application of motivation in the learning environment. Major
focus is placed on motivation models and strategies for
enhancing motivation in individuals and groups. It will also
analyze variables affecting motivation and environmental
influences.
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EDUC 591-909

Change Theory and Practice (3 credits)
This course is designed to investigate change theory and practice
in learning environments that are critical to effective instruction
and learning. Models will be reviewed and analyzed to support
initiatives that increase the learning of all students.

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
HPE 391/591-101

2016 Lights Basketball Foundation (2 credits)
This workshop will provide excellent information, in a camp
setting as well as a classroom setting, regarding all aspects of a
successful basketball program based on building, preparing, and
playing as a TEAM. Several elements of defense, offense, preseason, in-season, and post-season training/practice sessions
will be examined. It is an excellent way for potential or current
coaches to learn our techniques/tools for applying the TEAM
philosophy
when
presenting
fundamental
basketball
skills/techniques to individuals, as well as groups.

KINESIOLOGY
KIN 391-901

Sport and Exercise Nutrition (3 credits)
This course provides an overview of both the theory and practice
of proper nutrition for sport and human performance. Students
will learn aspects of food selection and fluid intake related to
improved physical performance. Principles and applications from
exercise science and nutrition will merge in this course so
students can design a complete theory-based nutritional program
for themselves and/or future clients.

LITERATURE
LIT 309-101

Popular Genres: Movie Making (3 credits)
Shoot, edit, and post movies! You'll need a device that can
record video (smartphone, tablet, camcorder, camera, etc.) and
the cable that came with the device which is used to plug it into a
computer - usually a USB cable. If you lack such a device, we
may be able to loan you one. Bookend your movies with opening
and closing credits!

HPE 391-102

2016 Individual and Team Volleyball Skills (1 credit)
This camp/class is designed to learn how to teach players at all
skill levels in grades 9-12. Focus will be on how to teach
fundamental individual and team drills and how to implement
them into practices. Students will learn how concentrated skill
work is done by position with the focus on advanced skills as they
relate to that specific position on the court. Repetitive and
detailed skill training will be done so that students will be able to
apply what they have learned to help advance their players’ skills
and their strategic understanding of that position. Students will
also observe players in volleyball games in a tournament format
that will help improve their overall knowledge of on court play.
HPE 391/591-103

2016 Lights Football Individual and Team Coaching Skills (1 credit)
This workshop will provide students and coaches to acquire basic
fundamentals in the coaching of football to athletes enrolled in
junior high or high school. Individual techniques in all phases of
the game, as well as team concepts, will be taught during these
three days. Camp will be divided into younger and older age
groups to ensure the best learning experience for all. Camp is
non-contact.
HPE 391-104

2016 Skylights Individual and Team Basketball Skills (2 credits)
This instructional workshop is designed for students who would
like to coach basketball in the future. It is ideal for students who
want to get a better understanding of the game with hands-on
coaching drills of fundamental techniques and strategies for the
sport of basketball in a camp setting. Emphasis will be placed on
proper execution individual and team skill concepts that will be
presented throughout individual camp sessions.

*To view catalog course descriptions for academic
courses, please visit www.msun.edu & select ‘Catalogs’
under the Academics tab.

SUMMER 2016
Cooperative Education
Offerings
Cooperative Education is scheduled for May 9
through August 12 and can be taken for 1 to
12 credits.
Most disciplines include
cooperative education courses numbered 298
or 498.
Authorization for Enrollment and
Learning Objectives need to be approved by
your Faculty Advisor, College Dean, and
Career Center Director. For more information,
please see the following page or call the
Career Center in Havre at (406) 265-4198 or
visit www.msun.edu/career/co-ops.aspx.
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